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The rise, fall and resurrection of Mel Gibson, one of the most successful but 
also controversial Hollywood stars. From Mad Max to The Passion of the 

Christ, from Lethal Weapon to Braveheart…  
 

 

 
THE FILM 

 
We know it: like the god Saturn, Hollywood likes to devour its own children. In ten years, Mel Gibson has gone 
from hero to zero. 
At the very beginning of the 2000s, he was cashing in on record fees of 25 million dollars per film. With two 
flagship franchises to his credit as an actor, Mad Max and Lethal Weapon, a budding career as a filmmaker 
acclaimed by audiences and peers alike (the epic Braveheart, his second film, won five Oscars, including Best 
Picture and Best Director), an undiminished popularity with all audiences (women, men, children...) and a 
long and fruitful marriage with his wife Robyn (twenty years together and seven children), Mel Gibson was for 
two decades one of the most envied Hollywood superstars of his time. 
 
All that is now in the past: today, Gibson does not even seem to be part of the American film landscape. The 
industry has made him the man to kill with lightning speed. And, in fact, he was shot. 
 
Born in 1956 in a small town in New York State, the actor was raised in a large family - 11 children - 
dominated by the patriarchal figure of Hutton Gibson. The latter, refusing to approve the Vietnam War and to 
send his boys to it, took his whole family to live in Australia, far from the decadence which, according to him, 
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was corrupting his country.  There, he raised his offspring in the Catholic faith, and more particularly in that of 
the Priestly Fraternity of Saint Pius X, which had broken with Rome since the Second Vatican Council. Little 
Mel grew up between tradition and sedition, in a conservative family that rejected his country of origin as well 
as the ecclesiastical authority that represented his faith. 
 
As a teenager, he developped a tortured personality and a penchant for drinking. After working as a laborer, 
he turned to acting and suddenly became a star of Australian cinema in the late 1970s with the triumph of 
the mythical Mad Max, an ultra-violent post-apocalyptic road movie that brought him international fame. 
Playing a futuristic cop who wants to avenge the death of his wife and child killed by highway pirates, Gibson 
already showed a pronounced taste for extreme roles, violence and revenge. And above all for characters who 
are both free and inhabited by a death drive, hotheads 
 
constantly out of step, even in opposition, with their environment. 
 
Whether it's the risk-taking journalist in The Year of Living Dangerously, the mutinous officer in The Bounty 
or the suicidal cop in L'Arme Fatale, all of his subsequent performances will be marked by this seal, imposing 
the image of a star apart and not very inclined to the politically correct glamour that could have induced his 
model physique. 
 
While surfing on the heights of the box-office, in the mid-90s, he created his own production company, 
called Icon, whose logo is the detail of a religious icon. It was then in the middle of the Bill Clinton years and 
the whole of Hollywood was switching to the Democratic Party. Not him. Even if he avoids supporting the 
Republican Party, his declarations on the death penalty, on homosexuals or on abortion regularly cause 
scandal. Many people stigmatize his politically incorrect opinions, but according to his closest friends, these 
words are often pure provocation. A fan of the most scatological jokes and the most incongruous outbursts, 
Gibson likes to make people uncomfortable. But he knows how to get serious again when he's thinking about 
becoming a director. 
Between 1993 and 2006, he directed four films. Four works that are both spectacular and personal, with a 
penchant for innovation and narrative challenges.  If his first film, The Man Without a Face - a little 
psychological drama on the condition of a disfigured man as an outcast - was conceived above all as a trial 
run, he surprised everyone with Braveheart, an impressive biopic of William Wallace, hero and martyr of 
Scottish independence who united the clans of his country against the English oppressor in the 13th century.  
Displaying an uncommon sense of visual spectacle (his battle scenes would later become a standard feature - 
see The Lord of the Rings), the film was a huge success and earned Gibson the Oscar for Best Director, 
although he had never been nominated as an actor. So far so good. 
 
But in the early 2000s, when Mel Gibson, the traditionalist Catholic, announced that his next film would tell 
the last hours of Christ's life, Hollywood was concerned about the scandalous potential of such a subject in 
the hands of a strong minded man. These fears were confirmed when he revealed that he would not be 
acting in the film, that it would be extremely violent, describing in great detail the tortures and torments 
inflicted on Christ, and that the dialogue would be in Aramaic! For the producers that he met in order to 
finance his film, 
 
the project is not only unsympathetic, but, more seriously, looks like a real commercial suicide. Doors closing 
one after the other, Gibson went for double or nothing and took out the 30 million dollar budget from his 
own pocket. Hollywood did not forgive his stubbornness.  Before the release of the film, the echoes were 
mainly alarmist rumors, predicting to the star that no spectator would go to see a film in dead language.  A 
few months later, The Passion of the Christ triumphed worldwide, generating more than $600 million in 



revenue and becoming one of the most profitable films of 2004. But in the meantime, another controversy 
has surfaced. 
 
Even before the film was shot, its script was accused of anti-Semitism by certain Jewish organizations, 
particularly because of the way it stigmatized the Sanhedrin priests. Although some Jewish dignitaries 
exonerated Gibson of these accusations, arguing that many other Jewish characters in the film were portrayed 
sympathetically, nothing was done. Even though two other respectable star directors, Kevin Costner and Clint 
Eastwood, had publicly expressed their respect for his success in making his film without the help of the 
system, Mel Gibson was now in a bad position in Hollywood. Not enough to stop 
"Mad Mel", who went to Mexico to shoot a new challenge: Apocalypto, the story of a manhunt against the 
background of a declining Mayan civilization, with characters who speak in Yucatecan Mayan. The shooting, 
very long and very difficult, kept him away from his family for nine months. 
 
At the very moment when his couple was struggling. Robyn, discreet wife who raised their seven children 
with a rare abnegation, passed to him much during their marriage, in particular the beverages and the media 
blows of glare which tarnished his image. Diagnosed manic-depressive and bipolar, Mel Gibson was not the 
easiest husband to live with. On July 28, 2006, the actor committed one faux pas too many.    Arrested 
completely drunk driving his car, he let himself go to a real explosion of anger ending with these words: 
"Fucking Jews... Jews are responsible for all the wars in the world." Despite a public apology, a promise to 
cure his alcoholism and a three-year probation sentence, Gibson's fate in Hollywood was settled. Studio 
bosses called for an outright boycott of the actor, while other movie personalities publicly insulted him. The 
day after the incident, Mel and Robyn separated. The latter will nevertheless wait three years to file for 
divorce, after the press release  
 
of a photo on which her soon-to-be ex-husband is hugging the Russian pianist Oksana Grigorieva. The two 
lovers would live a brief but intense romance that would result in a baby girl, the eighth child of Mel Gibson, 
and a catastrophic breakup. In the summer of 2010, when the couple was tearing apart and the actor was 
accused of abuse, Oksana recorded and then made public a telephone conversation in which a hysterical Mel 
Gibson showered her with insults, physical threats, racist and sexist comments (the recording is on the 
Internet). Extract: "You look like a fucking bitch in heat and if you get raped by a pack of niggers, it'll be your 
fault!" This time, it was too much.  Hollywood totally let go of the one who, ten years earlier, was still one of 
its biggest stars. 
 
In the wake of the scandal, the ABC television network cancelled a series it was developing with Mel Gibson, 
while Leonardo DiCaprio withdrew from the director's future project, a Viking film that he was to headline.  
On the announcement of his participation in the film Very Bad Trip 2, the comic actor Zach Galifianakis, 
revelation of the first film, threatened not to shoot if he had to act with Gibson, who was ultimately thanked 
by the producers. As for his private life, it did not get better: in December 2011, Robyn got a divorce and half 
of the fortune of her ex-husband, that is to say 400 million dollars (a record in the history of Hollywood).  The 
star made a comeback as an actor, but his two new films, the thriller Edge of Darkness and the comedy-
drama The Beaver, were bitter failures. To make matters worse, the next film, a thriller shot in Mexico and 
called Kill the Gringo, was released directly on video, thus bringing the star down to the level of a common 
Steven Seagal. 
 
Despite all this, there are still some personalities loyal to Mel Gibson in the business, true friends with political 
opinions often diametrically opposed, such as Jodie Foster, Danny Glover or Robert Downey Jr, who continue 
to support him and to militate for his reintegration into Hollywood. One thing is for sure: Gibson the rebel, the 
maverick, the lone rider, will not come begging for forgiveness. Jodie Foster says it best: "One of the things I 

respect most about Mel is that he doesn't sell out. He doesn't go on Oprah Winfrey every five minutes and talk 
about his life. He's not constantly apologizing or showing off his rehabs. As a result, there's bound to be a lot 
about him that you don't know." 
 

DIRECTOR’S NOTE OF INTENT 
 
Our first intention is to propose a film with a resolutely caustic tone,  which, far from being a classic portrait, 
claims an approach highlighting the successes and controversies of the Mel Gibson character in order to better 
draw the ambiguity. 
 
In this new documentary, we rely first of all on an exclusive interview with Mel Gibson, testimonies from close 
friends and family, personalities from the film industry and knowledgeable observers of American society. It 
goes without saying that we will have recourse to numerous film clips and trailers illustrating Gibson's 
impressive filmography. 
 
There will be some animated film scenes, created by the Yamoy studio, specialist in this work who has 
already worked for Arte on MTV and on the credits of the documentary Belmondo, le Magnifique. 
 
But we will not limit ourselves to the cinematographic universe. In our logic of avoiding the exercise of 
hagiography, the idea is to go and look for archive documents that hide nothing about the flaws of this 
impulsive, provocative, violent and alcoholic actor, while detecting, under the mask, the person of integrity 
who does not hesitate to keep the course of his ideas. 
 
Throughout our story, we will put into perspective this striking contrast that characterizes Mel Gibson's career 
with the help of extracts from American television news, Breaking News, reports on the controversies linked 
to the actor and other documents illustrating the dark side of the character. 
 
In the intuition of this provocative and uncontrollable iconoclast, I would like to transcribe this tragic - and 
thin net - between the man and his character, which made the untouchable super star, the most hated man 
in Hollywood... and who seemed to claim it in the name of a certain form of freedom.  
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